
A new look at DOM: Evidence from Levantine Arabic  

INTRODUCTION: Differential object marking (DOM) is attested only in some Arabic dialects 

(Levin 1987; Aoun 1999). I propose a new empirical generalization about DOM namely, that 

DOM requires only nouns that have division projection, DIVP, in Borer's (2005) work. This talk 

presents novel data from Levantine Arabic (LA) with the aim of understanding the syntax and 

semantics of its DOM system. I predict that DOM never combines with mass or collective 

nouns that lack DIV, and DOM does combine with count nouns that include DIV. I also predict 

that when the noun in Arabic has two plural forms: the sound feminine plural marking and a 

collective form, DOM is only compatible with the sound feminine plural but not with the 

collective that lacks DIV.   

RESEARCH QUESTION: Why does DOM require an individuated structure?  

DATA: one type of plural marking in Arabic is broken plural (BP). BPs are morphologically 

autosegmental; they involve a change in the stem as there is no plural morpheme that attaches 

to the stem. Following Ouwayda (2014), BPs allow both kind and unit interpretations. 

However, DOM only forces a unit (division) but not a kind interpretation. The DOM marker 

la- in LA attaches only to definite nouns (Levin 1987; Aoun 1999).  

(1) dalia  šara-at-on                            la-l-arbaʕ        kraasi  

             Dalia  buy-3F.SG.PST-PL.OBJ        DOM-the-four  chairs.BP            

             'Dalia bought the four chairs.'                                             DOM + BP: ✓UNIT , * KIND  

The interpretation of (1) is 'Dalia bought exactly four individual chairs' (four in total) but not 

four types of chairs. The observation in (1) leads me to propose that DOM requires DIV. My 

first prediction is that if a noun has overt number morphology that requires DIV, DOM freely 

applies. (2) demonstrates that DOM is possible with the singulative (individual-denoting) that 

can form dual and sound plural (SP) as in (2b). Dual and SP marking are overtly visible; there 

is a separate affix that is added to the stem. 

 (2) a. dalia   šara-at-a                             la-t-tawl-e  

                Dalia  buy-3F.SG.PST-F.SG.OBJ    DOM-the-table-F.SG       

                'Dalia bought the table.'                                                            ✓ DOM + SINGULATIVE 

 b. dalia   šara-at-on                           la-t-tawlt-ein/-āt  

                Dalia  buy-3F.SG.PST-PL.OBJ        DOM-the-table-DUAL/-SPF            

                'Dalia bought the two tables/tables.'                                               ✓ DOM + DUAL / SP 

My second prediction is that when a noun lacks DIV, DOM is banned. (3a) shows that DOM 

is allowed with count DPs but not with mass DPs that lack DIV as in (3b).  

(3) a. dalia   šara-at-on                          la-l-arbaʕ        tawl-āt  

                Dalia  buy-3F.SG.PST-PL.OBJ       DOM-the-four  table-SPF        

                'Dalia bought the four tables.'                                                        ✓ DOM + COUNT DP 

 b. * dalia   šara-at-o                              la-z-zit                     

                   Dalia   buy-3F.SG.PST-M.SG.OBJ    DOM-the-oil.MASS    

                   'Dalia bought the oil.'                                                                          * DOM + MASS 

In Arabic, some nouns have two plural forms: the feminine SP and the collective, as in (4): 

(4)  dalia   šara-at               l-baqar/l-baqar-āt                   

             Dalia  buy-3F.SG.PST   the-cow.COLL.M/ the-cow-SPF       

             'Dalia bought the cows.'                                                 NON-DOM: ✓ SPF,✓COLLECTIVE 

Under my assumption that the SP has DIV and the collective lacks DIV, I predict that DOM is 

compatible only with the feminine SP as in (5b) but not with the collective (5a):  

(5) a. *dalia  šara-at-o                            la-l-baqar                                 

      Dalia  buy-3F.SG.PST-M.SG.OBJ   DOM-the-cow.COLL.M     

                 'Dalia bought the cows.'                                                             * DOM + COLLECTIVE 



  b. dalia   šara-at-on                      la-l-baqar-āt          

                 Dalia  buy-3F.SG.PST-PL.OBJ   DOM-the-cow-SPF   

      'Dalia bought the cows.'                                                                           ✓ DOM + SPF 

I show that DOM applies to the SPF noun that denotes a unit (individuated) interpretation, but 

not to the collective form with a kind interpretation. The interpretation of (5a) is 'Dalia bought 

that kind of cows'; (5b) is 'Dalia bought particular individual cows'. Collectives, similar to mass 

nouns, lack DIV, they do not allow combination with numerals as opposed to SPF (Zabbal 2002; 

Fassi Fehri 2012; Ouwayda 2014; Dali 2020), therefore, I predict DOM to be incompatible 

with collectives. The three predictions shown above support my generalization that DOM only 

applies to nouns with DIV.  

PROPOSAL In the examples above, -la (DOM marker) is obligatory with the attached morpheme 

on the verb which covaries with the phi-features of the DOM-object. I analyze this agreeing 

morpheme as a doubled clitic based on morphosyntactic tests (Nevins 2011). It has been argued 

in the literature that clitics are referential elements. I show that clitics in LA are referential 

expressions that can be related to an entity/ individual that has been previously introduced in 

the discourse. I analyze clitics as pronouns that have denotations of type e (Heim and Kratzer 

1998). My proposal to account of the empirical observation is to postulate that DOM  always 

requires a clitic that is co-referential with the individual and the same individual must be 

introduced in the discourse. This individual needs to be count: if the entity is individuated then 

its parts can be counted. Given clitics refer to counted individuals, I expect non-count nouns in 

LA (collectives and mass) are banned with clitics in the same DOM construction. 

Finally, I provide evidence that definiteness is necessary but not sufficient for DOM, and I 

propose that the role of the doubled clitic in DOM is critical for explaining why DOM is only 

compatible with DIV, adding to the literature with data from an understudied language. 
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